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2nd edition of PragArtworks Exhibition
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PragArtworks was born in the heart of Europe at the beginning of 2017. 
Little did its Canadian-born founder Louise Beer know back then that less 
than within a year the humble online project of an avid art collector would 
have expanded into new levels, transforming quite organically from two-
dimensional website platform meant for promoting befriended artists 
into an exceptional and most inspiring tridimensional art space, a virtual 
gallery, as well as a regular meeting point, made of interwoven and layered 
joins between artists, art lovers and art collectors, across genres, cultures 
and generations. 

The first pop-up exhibition Art Works in the Office focusing on presentation 
of contemporary Czech painting that was opened in November 2017 was 
a huge success that confirmed that the project was heading for the right 
direction. The current - second - pop-up exhibition of PragArtworks, taking 
place in the distinctive industrial site of the Pankrác House, represents the 
most up-to-date array of glittering stars of the central European art skies, 
lit up both by circumpolar constellations and by newcomers with potential 
of a supernova. This time the exposition has been expanded to glass works, 
plastic arts, mixed media and photography, to make the demonstration 
of current trends most manifold and self-explanatory. And although the 
project‘s face might seem to change with time, what naturally remains 
is the top-class quality of selected artworks on display and the most 
accessible means of representing the artists from PragArtworks portfolio, 
preserving the project‘s central notion that without getting to know the 
artists personally, one can hardly ever fully appreciate their art. 

We hope that you will enjoy our selection which aims at presenting 
an expert selection of art for the most discerning collectors and art 
lovers, but by any means does not turn its back on art laymen and art 
world newcomers to whom it wishes to provide a initiation guidance to 
contemporary Czech art by demonstrating the power of first-rate art to 
turn any chosen area into a true artistic space. 

PragArtWorks Team
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Leny Aardse is a painter and sculptor from The Netherlands. For the past 18 years, she has been living and working in Prague. 

Leny has been an instrumental part of the core group of PragArtworks.

Golden Lovers, mixed media, 50 x 60 cm

eny AardseL
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eny Aardse

Coloured Connection, 2018, mixed media, 50 x 60 cm
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Visual artist and curator from Nottingham UK, living and working in Prague. The works take a diverse approach to oil painting 

investigating different ways of engaging with the viewer, whilst exploring the relationships between architecture, design and 

the tradition of oil painting.

 ndy Allen

Midnight Swim, 2017, oil on canvas, 190 x 170 cm

A
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Exclusive, 2018, oil on linen, 150cm x 180cm
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Vladimír Bachorík is a glass arti st known for his layered, colorful, transparent glass sculptures. He is part of the core group of 

PragArtworks.

 ladimír Bachorík

Luna, 2009, glass, W23 H21 D6

V
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Escalation, 2017,  W47 H110 D22
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Czech photographer, teacher and founder of magazine Fotograf. We are delighted that he will be part of the PragArtworks 

Exhibition.

avel BaňkaP

Nude with Metal Arch (Tribute to Vratislav Karel Novák), 1985, photograph
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Rising of Circle, 1993, photograph

Lotta and Egg , 1996, photograph

Two Perpendicular Motion of Water , 1995, photograph
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Petr Bařinka is a multimedia visual artist graduated from the studio of the Czech sculptor Kurt Gebauer at the Academy of Arts, 

Architecture and Design in Prague, Czech Republic. 

etr BařinkaP

Dark Crystal, 2014, acrylic and wood on canvas, 140 x 200 cm
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Green Planet, 2018, acrylic and wood on canvas, D100 cm

Full Moon, 2018, acrylic and wood on canvas, D200 cm
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Czech photographer Magdalena Bláhová, who gives more international approach in a beautifully displayed set of pictures 

blending images of Prague and New York City. This year at the Annual Photo Exhibition, she photographed all the Czech flags 

on the highway.

agdaléna BláhováM

El Cotello, Fuerteventura, 2015, photograph
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agdaléna Bláhová

Brooklyn, N.Y.C., 2014, photograph
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Václav Bláha is the foremost representati ve of the generati on of the Czech arti sts who began their professional careers during 

the desolati on of „normalizati on“ repression in 1970s. His fi  gural subject matt er from the seventi es and eighti es tends toward 

the isolated individual, constrained within some kind of fateful existenti al web of being, a heaviness weighing down and 

deforming the individual through ineluctable pressure. From this point on, the materiality of his work is intensifi ed, and the 

concept of how this process is interwoven plays a fundamental role in Bláha's pictorial state. We are honored to have him for 

the second year running at PragArtworks Exhibiti on.

áclav BláhaV

Suddenly Sti ff y Moti on 6.8., 2018, acrylic on plywood, 130 x 97cm
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áclav Bláha

N.Y.C. is Black and White, 2016, charcoal and acrylic on canvas, 300 x 150 cm

N.Y.C. is Coloured, 2016, pastel and acrylic on canvas, 300 x 150 cm
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Belonging to a generation that entered the Czech artistic scene in the late 1980s, Eva Chmelová is a substantive artist revering 

first and foremost the traditional work with colour that in her case forms up one of the pillars of her overall expression.

va ChmelováE

Still Life, 2011, tempera and acrylic on board, 70 x 90 cm
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Selfie, 2016, tempera and acrylic on board, 135 x 115 cm
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Tjasha is a Slovenian painter and designer working in Prague. Since her graduati on at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana in 

2013, she has received many awards and much recogniti on for her work in painti ng and design.

jasha CusT

Cover Girl 1, 2018, mixed technique, 140 x 160 cm
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Doubts, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 130 x 150 cm
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Pedja is a modern painter who has forged his own brand. When creating, Pedja Djaković follows his life credo: "Art, Jazz, 

Love!" He combines traditional symbolism of colours and shapes with direct observation of reality tempered by his vital 

nature. He is part of the core group of PragArtworks.

edja DjakovićP

Hercules and Nexus, 2011, mixed technique on canvas, 150 x 240 cm
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edja Djaković

That changed some childish day, 2010, mixed technique on paper, 200 x 110cm

„When the time goes by“, mixed technique on paper, 200 x 110 cm
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"When taking pictures of landscape, I am parti cularly interested in the experience of the place and the feelings I want to 

express. Each place has its own character and energy, somewhere stronger, somewhere weaker, but when one opens up in 

order to connect with the place, he can experience something he is later on able to represent in the picture."

an DytrichJ

Series „Their Own Way“, 2018, photograph, 30 x 45 cm
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Series „Their Own Way“, 2018, photograph, 30 x 45 cm
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Jakub‘s work is characterized by complex statue units looking like figures or abstract objects that are based on figure shapes 

made of natural fragments – most often wood. The art pieces are inspired by nature and mystical cultural tradition. His 

statues are personified metaphysical considerations, and each art work is stimulated by questions on human existence its 

meaningfulness and on intangible factors going beyond the capabilities of human understanding. Despite a rough appearance 

of the used material, the resulting whole looks very gentle and harmonious, what makes the art pieces a natural and a well-

marked part of any environment.

akub FlejšarJ

Towards the Ocean, 400 x 200 x 20 cm, steel
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Tired Figure, 550 x 350 x 150 cm, wood
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Forman is a fi gurati ve and large-scale painter and mixed media arti st whose visual understanding of the world was aff ected by 

the era of social realism in which he grew up. He teaches at Ostrava University. It is his second exhibiti on with PragArtworks.

avel FormanP

Self Fee1, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 200 x 250 cm
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Self Fee 6, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 140 x 160 cm
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The artistic language of Vladimír Kopecký is sovereignly painter-like. His style is full of juxtapositions  between the aggressive 

and uncompromising and the essence of introverted self-control and thoughtfulness. His abstract painting compositions 

drawn on glass or in it often evoke ambiguous lyrical poems, stroking and draining one’s soul at the same time.

ladimír KopeckýV

Red Planks, 1976, Sandblasted and painted flat glass, wooden frame, 50 x 50 x 7,5 cm 

(Courtesy of Galerie Kuzebauch)
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ladimír Kopecký M

Head, 2018, blown and hand sculpted glass, 40 x 36 x 28 cm (Courtesy of Galerie Kuzebauch)

Martin Janecký belongs to a handful of artists who have mastered the glass moulding technology of the so-called blowing and 

sculpting “inside the bubble.” Moreover, he transcended this technique and achieved an expertise like almost none before 

him. Through his superb handicraft and a distinct poetics of expressive realism, Janecký is capable of capturing in his glass 

works the raw intensity of emotions.

artin Janecký
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Head, 2013, melted glass, 50 x 35 x 40 cm (Courtesy of Galerie Kuzebauch)

Petr Stanický is working with glass as an architect. His works form individualisti c and specifi c glass spaces that aff ect human 

minds and emoti ons. Solitary pieces and inventi ve interventi ons into architecture and nature are two poles of his work in 

which he transforms the specifi c environment to become a natural part of the work.

etr StanickýP
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Igor Korpaczewski focuses on human nature, and his paintings reach the individual’s inner world. His portraits, and especially 

his whole figures, are not concrete. It is his second exhibition with PragArtworks.

gor KorpaczewskiI

Self Portrait , 2016, acrylic on canvas, 50 x 35 cm

In the Middle of the Night (Satellites), 2013, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 80 cm

Future I, 2013, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 100 cm
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„I am interested in light - it is the leitmotiv of my work across all medias. I am only trying to come near to my inner ideas 

about the landscape of my childhood… Painting is my primary antenna. I paint in plain air to be constantly in contact with the 

casualness of reality. My life is a circulation of love – from nature to painting and vice versa.“ It is his second exhibition with 

PragArtworks.

atěj LipavskýM

Nook, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 100 cm
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atěj Lipavský

Transparency, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 104 cm
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She enjoys creating layers of translucent screens that constitute the illusion of space and strive for a hologram effect. In her 

creative process, she applies principles of classical oil painting and painting on glass in order to push them to new dimensions, 

aiming at an exceptionally thrilling effect of her art works. It is her second year with PragArtworks group.

amila NajbrtováK

Head, 2018, painting on glass, 80 x 105 cm
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amila Najbrtová

Two, 2018, painting on glass, 80 x 105 cm
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On the contemporary Czech arti sti c scene, Anna Neborová ranks among notable bona fi de painters who know their craft  

very well indeed and who remain faithful to it, without ever getti  ng stuck in a single style or theme. With every new series of 

painti ngs, Neborová opens up new horizons for her own art and for the realm of painti ng in general.

nna NeborováA

Tulips, 2015, oil on canvas, 150 x 110 cm
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nna Neborová

Fragments, 2014, oil on canvas, 160 x 120 cm 
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„Generally speaking, I aim to create visually interesting and attractive objects that are transparent form-and content-wise 

even to a common viewer. That's why the major part of my subject matter originates in everyday-life objects. This way any 

person can quite easily project their own experiences, scales and criteria onto these things.“

ndřej OlivaO

Forbidden Fruit II, 2011, bronze, 100 x 100 x 100cm
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ndřej Oliva

Nuts 5pcs, 2018, bronze, 22 x 15 x 15 cm

Urbanut, 2017, bronze, 50 x 40 x 40cm
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Ivan Ouhel counts among the most prominent representati ves of Czech lyrical abstracti on, yet his work is easily discernible 

because of its peculiar, expressionist-symbolist twist. His favourite subject is landscape and its layers, both visible and hidden 

under the surface. The forces of nature are refl ected in vivid colours and reduced almost to basic shapes to visualise the 

innermost forming patt erns of nature.

I

Three Mountains, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 170 x 150 cm

van Ouhel
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Coral Reef, 2012, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 140 cm

Mediterranean, acrylic on canvas, 2012, 160 x 140 cm

Nest, 2009, acrylic on canvas, 140 x 150 cm

Orange Lines, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 150 cm
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From the Czech country side Pure Beauty is a pseudonym that itself should represent an overall personal „manifesto“ of the 

artist behind the nom de guerre. 

P

Illness, 2016, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 130 cm

ure Beauty
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Escalators, 2016, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 100 cm

Twins, 2016, acrylic on canvas, 140 x 110 cm

ure Beauty
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„If an artist wants to create something new, something from his own personal experience must be reflected in his work. Art 

actually is a means of making your opinion heard in a certain discussion.“ We are delighted she is joining us this year.

Š

Bust, 2015, porcelan, H 58 cm

árka Radová
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El Pele, 1997 – 2000, porcelain, papier – mâché, H 150 cm, After a painting by Francisco Goya

Recognition, 1998, porcelain, H 80 cm

árka Radová
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Lukáš Rais is occupied with creating delicate worlds inside the material he works with. Logically and without prejudices, he 

transforms the raw material into organic compositions, thereby making it possible to understand each individual part in 

context of the whole composition. 

L

Archimedon, 2018, stainless steel

ukáš Rais
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Archimedon, 2018, stainless steel
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Czech contemporary painter, he is a a well established arti st in the fi eld of expressionist painti ng and graphic arts. In his 

scenographic works and painti ngs, he is interested in expressive fi gurati ve compositi ons, colourfulness of unusual expressivity 

and non-traditi onal working procedures. He is the essenti al part of the core group of PragArtworks.

P

One to Two Figures III, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 180 x 140 cm

avel Roučka
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Joie de vivre. Tribute to Henri Matisse, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 180 x 280 cm
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Despite her young age, Natálie's artwork already displays a distinctive personal style. This style is defined in her paintings by 

the main colour palette, as well as very simplified reliefs of horse heads painted in ánfas. Horses and their surroundings are for 

Natálie one of the most important themes in her work, as she has competed her entire life in show jumping with her horses. 

She is part of the core group of PragArtworks.

N

Horse in the Heaven, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 200 x 160 cm

atálie Roučková
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Cohiba (champion of Czech republic), 2017, acrylic on canvas, 200 x 160 cm

atálie Roučková
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Sadofsky & Tranti na’s wide range of artwork is developing into an elaborate concept of aestheti cs where the trivial and the 

subcultural becomes as infl uenti al on their working practi ce as the masterpieces of art history. Oft en sparked off  by the 

banality of life, by politi cs, history or media, for these arti sts there is no subject which could not be turned into art. 

G

Mussolini in His Batman Costume Shutti  ng Down the Concentrati on Camp in Metajna-Slana, 2017

acrylic, oil and spray on canvas, 200 x 320 cm (diptych)

EKW Sadofsky & Trantina
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EKW Sadofsky & Trantina
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Born in Prague, raised in Canada, living in Berlin and once titled “the best unknown artist in the world”, the artist and curator 

Marek Schovánek manages to move lightly in the international art scene as well as in various media of artistic expression. We 

are delighted that it is his second year with PragArtworks group.

M

Installation „The birthday of Louise in Cognetto“, 134 x 164 cm

arek Schovánek
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Steganography Enigma Code, 2017, enamel on bees wax, 134 x 164 cm

arek Schovánek
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The works of arti st Kristýna Šormová are closely linked to her inner experience of landscape. Kristýna was awarded with the 

Criti cs’ Gallery prize and showed her painti ngs for example at Prague’s Nová Galerie. We are delighted that she is part of the 

PragArtworks group for the second year running.

K

Permeable Worlds I, 2018, works on paper, 84,1 X 59,4 cm

ristýna Šormová
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Permeable Worlds II, 2018, works on paper, 84,1 X 59,4 cm

Permeable Worlds III, 2018, works on paper, 84,1 X 59,4 cm

ristýna Šormová
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Having inclined to the visual arts since her early childhood, Pavla Soukupová took up drawing already at a young age. Picking 

up the thread of the traditional values of Czech art in its modesty, intimacy and playfulness, she enjoys narrating various 

stories that take place within inner landscapes of the human soul, among angelic choirs, or somewhere in the back garden.

P

SMS, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 40 x 50 cm

avla Soukupová
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Face I, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 70 cm

Face II, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 70 cm
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Ivana Štenclová is one of the most signifi cant authors whose works addressed the wide public already in the ti mes of her 

university studies and whose coming up to the art scene was smooth and natural. She works with form and oft en handles 

unusual art materials. She burns moti ves through sheets by using laser method, draws with a fusible gun and syringe, she 

layers images of insulati ng covers, she weaves them with wires, she uses a decorati ve painti ng roller or stamps.

I

Goat, 2018, plexiglass, 100 x 80 cm

vana Štenclová 
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Minecraft Madona, 2018, plywood and acrylic, 120 x 85 cm

Swing Paper, 2018, plywood and acrylic, 77 x 55 cm
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Kateřina Štenclova is one of the few painters on the Czech scene to have focused purely on abstract painting over a long 

period. She began experimenting with colour and image during her studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague between 

1982 and 1988. From the monochromatic canvasses that she created in the 1990s to the free gestural painting of today her 

work brings the viewer to a place of contemplation in space and colour.

K

Neutral Territory without Boundaries, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 130 cm

ateřina Štenclová
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Absence of Existence, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 125 cm

Absence of Evidence, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 125 cm

Relative Boundaries, 2018, acrylic on canvas, 100 x 140 cm
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From Graffi  ti  Arti st, spray paint arti st, mixed media painti ng the John Lennon Wall in Prague. We are delighted to feature this 

young and talented arti st with PragArtworks for the second year.

D

Illuminati ca, 2018, mixed media with light, 100 x 120 cm

avid Strauzz
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Xclusiv, 2018, mixed media with light, 100 x 120 cm

avid Strauzz
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Jiří is a talented glass artist that worked for Moser glass for over 40 years. We are featuring some of his more recent work of 

paintings for PragArtworks.

J

Torso, acrylic on canvas, 162 x 120 cm

iří Šuhájek
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Stella I, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 24 cm

Stella II, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 30 cm

Stella III, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 30 cm

Stella IV, acrylic on canvas, 160 x 30 cm
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Tomáš Tichý is a uniquely talented, skilled and experienced painter, which enables him to use a large variety of arti sti c 

expressions, and at the same ti me cross borders between them with unusual ease. I am convinced we may look forward to 

surprising experiments, playful moments as well as rati onal transformati ons in Tichý’s future works.

T

Melancholia, 2018, oil and acrylic on canvas, 200 x 150 cm

omáš Tichý
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Hotspot 2, 2018, oil and acrylic on canvas, 150 x 180 cm

Lovers, 2018, oil and acrylic on canvas, 100 x 90 cm
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Jindra is a well known ceramist who has been a figure on both the Czech and International scene , we are very honored to be 

showcasing her work at PragArtworks.

J

3 figures, 1998, pocelan and wire, 40 x 66 cm

indra Viková
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Madona, 2016, 40 x 50 cm

Tři, 42 x 30 cm
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Meet the Founder of PragArtworks 
and the Artists
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Early on in life, I had a great opportunity to meet a dear friend whose 
mother, Esperanza Schwartz, owned an Art Gallery in Montreal. She 
introduced me to the world of art and was a great mentor in helping me 
to slowly build my own art collection. She was really ahead of her time 
with artists such as Walasse Ting, Nikki de Saint Phalle, George Segal, Tom 
Weselmann, Jean- Paul Riopelle and many more. I feel it is now my turn to 
encourage a younger generation to start building and do like I did 37 years 
ago and get on an instalment program and start investing in art.
We moved to Prague in 2002 and naturally I was drawn to art openings and 
meeting various artists and getting to know them. We also bought several 
pieces along the way as I was always interested in meeting the artists in 
their studios and see for myself what they were doing.
One of the great advantages of living in Prague is that you are surrounded 
by such talented people in all media. I particularly enjoy meeting an older 
generation of Czech artists who were true to their profession during the 
Communist time and kept at their trade. Although money was often scarce, 
they kept at it and believed in their gift.
They are the ones I admire the most! A few years ago, I started my 
professional career with Czech This Art where my business partner Luiza 
and I made a debut with our first exhibition in London with 9 artists. I have 
moved on to Prag Art Works where I manage over 37 artists  representing 
several media; from paintings, mixed media, sculpture, ceramics, to glass 
and installations.
I am thankful to have such a wonderful sponsor in IMMOFINANZ who 
generously provided incredible spaces over the years. We keep saying it 
can’t get any better, and it does!
I am grateful to all the wonderful artists I am now showcasing this year 
who are entrusting me with their work; they all are truly exceptional. I am 
so thankful to have so many loyal art collectors who appreciate it and that 
come and attend all our events and support Czech art.
I feel very fortunate to be promoting Czech art and look forward to many 
years ahead in this endeavour.
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Igor Kozpaczewski

Marek Schovánek

Tomáš Tichý Magdaléna & Václav Bláha

Krystýna Šormová

Andy Allen

Lukáš Rais

Vladimír Bachorík
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Tjasha CusLukáš Kozdera

Ondřej Oliva Pedja Djaković

Šárka Radová

Dan Trantina
Ivana Štenclová & Pavel Forman
Melanie SchillingPetr Bařinka
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Kateřina Štenclová Matěj Lipavský

Jakub Flejšar

Ivan Ouhel

Jiří Suhájek

Leny Aardse

Eva Chmelová

Natálie Roučková

Pavel Roučka
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Anna Neborová

Farmable Films

Pedja Djakovic

Olga Kovaříková

Alena Onisčenko

Jindra Viková & Pavel Baňka Pavla Soukupová &
Kamila Najbrtová

Lucie Havlová & Tomáš Hendrych 
Galerie Kazebauch
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Media Support :

Main Sponsors :

Exhibiti on partners :

Special thanks to sponsors and partners of the exhibiti on and PragArtworks team Olga Kovaříková and Alena 
Oniščenko.
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